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INTRODUCTION
When A is a commutative local ring and k is its residue field, the object
 . w x Ext k, A was first studied by Bass 5 . Later on basically from the workA
w x.of Avramov and Halperin 2, 4 the analogies found between local algebra
and rational homotopy theory, together with the development of differen-
tial homological algebra, gave rise to the extensive study of the invariant
 .Ext k, A when A is an augmented differential graded algebra andA
Ext denotes the differential invariant introduced by J. Moore. While the
algebraic interpretations of this invariant are clear and well known in
w xtopology, due to Felix, Thomas, and Halperin 6 , one can think of
 U  ...UExt k, C X ; k as the reduced homology of the ``virtual SpivakC  X ;k .
fibre'' of the 1-connected space X. In this context, the following question
arises:




 .  .what is the relation between Ext k, A and Ext l, B ?A B
Partial answers have been given with important implications in both
rational homotopy theory and local algebra:
1. Let F ª E ª B be a fibration of simply connected spaces in
w xwhich the fibre has finite-dimensional rational cohomology. Then 6, 12
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there is an isomorphism
Ext U Q, CU B ; Q m Ext U Q, CU F ; Q .  . .  .C B ; Q . C F ; Q .
( Ext U Q, CU B ; Q . . .C B ; Q .
2. Let R ª S be a morphism of local noetherian rings with residue
.fields k and l, respectively in which S is of finite flat dimension as an
w xR-module. Then 3 there is an isomorphism
Ext k , R m Ext l , F ( Ext l , S .  .  .R k F S
in which F denotes the homotopy fibre of the morphism, introduced by
w xAvramov 2 .
Note. We remark that these results appear in a more general setting
but we have stated them in this form for clarity.
Our purpose is to generalize both results and give a more complete
answer to the question above. For that, we work in two different settings
 . Usee Section 1 for precise definitions : one is the cochain setting DG ,
more familiar to topologists, and the other, DG#, the chain environment
used mainly by algebraists. We then apply the same methods in both
settings to reach our main result.
Let A ª B be either a morphism of augmented DGA#'s with augmen-
. U tations A ª k, B ª l or a morphism of 1-connected DGA 's in this
. w xcase take k s l . We construct, following an idea of 11 , an explicit
morphism a combination of the Yoneda product and a couple of natural
.transformations ,
w : Ext k , A m Ext l , F ª Ext l , B .  .  .A k F B
 .in which F is the homotopy fibre of the morphism see Section 1 . Then
we prove:
THEOREM. If the homology of the fibre is bounded, then
( 6
w : Ext k , A m Ext l , F Ext l , B .  .  .A k F B
is an isomorphism.
Note. We also prove this in a more general case, precisely Theorem
4.3.
The ``fibre of a morphism,'' introduced as we said by Avramov in the
DG# setting, is also well known and used in the DGU context, particularly
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in rational homotopy theory, but only when the coefficient field is of
characteristic 0. Hence, we have to extend this notion to any morphism.
For that, we need special kinds of ``resolutions'' of morphisms c : A ª B,
namely, commutative diagrams




 . where C is either G V the divided powers algebra generated by the free
. abelian group or the free R-module V or HV free commutative algebra
.generated by V , and with the differential in A m C satisfying a certain
 .``minimality condition'' see Definition 2.1 . Again, these kinds of resolu-
tions are quite well known and used in DG# and in DGU when R is a
w x Ufield of characteristic 0. Here, inspired by 9 , we present them in DG
with coefficients in a principal ideal domain. Then, as in the classical case,
we define the fibre of f as F s k m A m C.A
As a first application of this we study the behaviour of what we define as
the Hom]Serre spectral sequence: given a morphism c : A ª B of 1-con-
nected DGAU 's and an A-module M, there is a spectral sequence converg-
 .  .  .  .ing from Ext M, A m H F to Ext M, B F denotes the fibre of c .A A
We also note that this has an immediate translation to rational homotopy
theory.
Once the theorem above is proved, we can deduce an important conse-
w xquence imposing finiteness conditions on the homotopy Lie algebra 2, 9
 .of the fibre F of a morphism c : A ª B. Indeed, assume that H F s k0
 . and each H F is finitely generated over k in DG# assume also thati
1 . U .H F s 0 in DG . Then, if the homotopy Lie algebra of F is finite
 .dimensional and up to suspension of a certain degree , we have:
 .  .THEOREM. Ext k, A ( Ext l, B .A B
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 1 we give all necessary
conventions, definitions, and basic results we shall need from differential
homological algebra; Section 2 is devoted to the introduction of the special
``resolutions'' we have mentioned and the homotopy fibre of a morphism.
In Section 3 we define the Hom]Serre spectral sequence; the precise and
more general statement of our main result and its proof are in Section 4.
Finally, some consequences of this result, including the theorem above,
can be found in Section 5.
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I. SOME CONVENTIONS AND BASIC RESULTS IN
DIFFERENTIAL HOMOLOGICAL ALGEBRA
Throughout this paper we shall be dealing with similar gadgets but in
two different environments. One, which we call DGU , is more familiar to
topologists, and the other, DG#, whose tools are mostly used by alge-
braists. We now describe these objects in the two settings.
While in DG# our coefficient ring is Z. However, in the DGU setting
and unless explicitly stated otherwise, we work over R, a commutative,
associative, unitary ring. In any case, the degree of any element x of a
< <graded object will be denoted by x .
 .  . A commutative differential graded algebra DGA# in DG# A, d or
.  4simply A by abuse of language is a family of abelian groups A s An nG 0
which is a graded ring with unity 1 g A , furnished with a Z-derivation d0
that increases the degree by y1, i.e., dA ; A . In particular, A is an ny1 0
ring and each A is an A -module. Observe also that a ring R can bei 0
considered as a DGA# concentrated in degree 0.
U  U .On DG a commutative differential graded algebra DGA is an
 n4 0R-graded algebra A s A with unity R ¨ A , together with a deriva-nG 0
tion of degree 1, dAn ; Anq1.
Two differential graded algebras A, B have the same weak homotopy
type if they are connected by a chain of morphisms inducing homology
isomorphisms.
 .  4A graded object algebra, module, . . . A s A is said to be boundedi ig Z
 .  .below resp. bounded above if A s 0 resp. A s 0 for some n g Z.F n G n
An augmentation of a differential graded algebra A is a morphism of
graded algebras A ª k with k a field.
 U .A DGA# resp. DGA A is of finite type if each A is a finitelyi
 .generated group resp. finitely generated R-module .
 U .  . Given A a DGA# resp. a DGA , an A-module DGM# resp.
U . DGM , M is a Z-graded A -module where A denotes the underlyinga a
.graded algebra structure on A , together with a differential d of degree
 .  .  .  . < a <  .y1 resp. q1 satisfying the usual rule: d am s da m q y1 a dm .
Either in DGU or in DG#, given differential graded A-modules M, N,
 .we denote by Hom M, N the A-module whose elements of degree i,A
i  .  p.Hom M, N , are A-linear homomorphisms f : M ª N such that f MA
; N pq i, p g Z. The differential is given by
< <fdf m s d f m q y1 f d m . .  .  .  .  . .  .
0  .A morphism of A-modules f : M ª N is a cycle of Hom M, N . ItA
 .  .  .induces a morphism H f : H M ª H N . If a morphism f induces an
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isomorphism in homology, it will be called a quism and will be denoted by
,f : M ª N.
Two morphism f , g : M ª N are homotopic, and we write f ; g if f y g
 . is a boundary in Hom M, N , i.e., there exists h of degree y1 q1 inA
.  .  .DG# such that dh s f y g. Observe that in this case H f s H g .
In DG# unadorned tensor products are taken over Z, while in DGU , m
shall mean m in which R is the coefficient ring.R
DEFINITION 1.1. Given M and N differential graded modules over R
U Ã.in DG and over Z in DG# , their complete tensor product M m N is the
differential graded module in which
p
i pyiÃM m N s M m N . . 
i
Ã p .  .If F s F is an element of M m N , the differential is given byi ig Z
 .  .  . i .dF s d m 1 F q y1 1 m d F . Explicitly, note than an ele-i M iy1 N i
Ã p .ment F g M m N can be formally written as F s  m m n whereig Z i i
< < < < < < < <  < < 4m q n s p, m F m , and the set m , m s q is finite for each q.i i i iq1 i i
 . < m i <With this notation observe that dF s  dm m n q  y1 mig Z i i ig Z i
m dn .i
If both M and N are modules over the differential graded algebra A,
their complete tensor product over A is the differential graded A-module
Ã ÃM m N s M m NrRA
Ãin which R is the submodule of M m N generated by the elements
Ãam m n y m m an , a g A , m m n g M m N .  i i i i i i 5
igZ igZ igZ
Ã p .For convenience, given F s  m m n g M m N , we shall also noteig Z i i
Ã p .by F the class of this element in M m N .A
Ä ÃThe semicomplete tensor product M m N is the submodule of M m NA A
 .formed by the elements as described above  m m n in which theig Z i i
 4degrees of m are bounded below. Thus, formally, an element ofiÄ p . < < < < < <M m N can be expressed as  m m n where m q n s p, miG 0 i i i i iA
< <  < < 4F m , and the set m , m s 1 is finite for each q.iq1 i i
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 .  G n0.Remark 1.2. 1 Observe that if M is bounded below i.e., M s M ,
Ã Äthen M m N s M m N. Moreover, if either M or N is bounded or bothA A
Ã ÄM and N are bounded above or below, then M m N s M m N s MA A
m N.A
 .2 Note also that the semicomplete tensor product is not a symmet-
Ä Äric object, that is to say, in general, M m N / N m M.A A
We shall now introduce the derived functors Ext and Tor. For that, we
w x w xfollow the approach in 3 which is a slight generalization to the one in 6
w xor 4 .
 .DEFINITION 1.3. 1 A differential graded A-module P is projecti¨ e if
 .i P is A -projective;a a
 .  .ii Hom P, y preserves homology isomorphisms.A
 .2 We say that P is flat if
 .i P is A -flat;a a
 .ii P m y preserves homology isomorphisms.A
 .Remark 1.4. 1 Observe that a projective A-module is flat.
 . w x2 Recall 4, 6, 7 that an A-module M is semifree if it is the union
of increasing submodules 0 s F ; F ; ??? with each F rF A -free on0 1 iq1 i a
a basis of cycles. It is then an easy exercise to prove that a semifree
module is projective. Moreover, being projective gives us all classical
properties concerning resolutions:
 .DEFINITION 1.5. A projecti¨ e resolution resp. semifree resolution of an
,  .A-module M is a quism P ª M with P projective resp. semifree .
 . PROPOSITION 1.6. 1 E¨ery A-module M has semifree and hence projec-
.ti¨ e resolutions.
, .2 Gi¨ en a quism of A-modules g : M ª N and a morphism b :
P ª N with P projecti¨ e, there exists a : P ª M lifting b up to homotopy,
that is to say, a (g ; b. Moreo¨er, if g is a surjecti¨ e quism, we may define
a so that a (g s b.
, .3 If w : P ª Q is a quism of projecti¨ e A-modules and M is an
, .  .  .A-module, then Hom w, M : Hom P, M ¤ Hom Q, M is also aA A A
quism.
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DEFINITION 1.7. Let M, N be A-modules. Define
Ext M , N s H Hom P , N , .  . .A A
Tor M , N s H P m N , .  .A A
$ ÃTor M , N s H P m N , .  .A A
& ÄTor M , N s H P m N , .  .A S
,with P ª M a projective resolution.
 .PROPOSITION 1.8. 1 The definition of these functors is independent of the
chosen resolution.
, X X .2 If A ª B is a quism of DGA#'s, M, N are A-modules, M , N are
, ,X XB-modules, and M ª M , N ª N are quisms of A-modules, then we ha¨e
the following chain of isomorphisms induced by the naturality of Ext:
, , ,X X X X X6 6 6Ext M , N Ext M , N Ext M , N Ext M , N . .  .  .  .A A A B
 .  .  .Proof. 2 and the fact that Ext M, N and Tor M, N are wellA A
 .defined are easy exercises as in the classical case in view of the properties$
 .given in Proposition 1.6. It remains to prove that Tor M, N andA&
 .Tor M, N do not depend on the resolution of M. For that, we situateA
 w xourselves in the context of homotopical algebra see 14 for basic facts and
.definitions . Consider W the differential graded R-module generated by
u,t , t in degree 0 and ¨ , ¨ in degree 1 with t q t s u, ¨ q ¨ s 0,0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1
du s 0, dt s ¨ . Next define morphisms of R-modules ­ : W ª R, i s 0, 1,i i i
and s: R ª W by
­ t s 1, i / j, ­ t s 0, s 1 s u. .  . .i j i i
w xFollowing 15, Sect. 4 , given M a differential graded A-module, the
morphism
 .­ m1, ­ m1sm1 0 16 6M ( R m M W m M M = MR
 .is a path object in the category DGM A of differential graded A-mod-
ules. Moreover, two morphism of A-modules f, c : M ª Q are homotopic
via this object if and only if there exists a morphism of A-modules h:
 .  .M ª W m Q such that ­ m 1 ( h s f, ­ m 1 ( h s c .0 Q 1 Q
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Ã Ä  .Next we prove that the functors ym N, ym N: DGM A ªA A
 .DGM A preserve homotopy via this path object. For that, as before,
consider h: M ª W m Q a homotopy between the morphisms f, c : M ª
Q. On the other hand, since W is bounded, we have isomorphisms
Ã ÃW m Q m N ( W m Q m N , .  .A A
Ä ÄW m Q m N ( W m Q m N . .  .A A
Then, it is easy to check that
Ã Ã Ã Ãh m 1 : M m N ª W m Q m N ( W m Q m N , .  .A N A A A
Ä Ä Ä Äh m 1 : M m N ª W m Q m N ( W m Q m N .  .A N A A A
Ã Ã Äis a homotopy between f m 1 and c m 1 resp. between f m 1N N NA A A
Ä .and c m 1 .NA Ã Äw x  .Therefore, by 15, Sects. 4, 5 , the functors ym N, ym N: DGM AA A
 . ª DGM A admit derived functors in the homotopy category we shall
ÃL ÄL  .  ..denote them by ym N, ym N: DGM A ª DGM A and on theA A
objects
Ã L Ã Ä L ÄM m N s P m N , M m N s P m N ,A A A A
,with P a cofibrant model of M. But a projective resolution of M, P ª M,
Ã Ä .  .is a cofibrant model and therefore H P m N , H P m N do notA A
depend on the projective resolution.
Observe that if we consider here the usual tensor product, the proce-
dure above also proves that the functor Tor does not depend on the
chosen resolution.
 . w xRemark 1.9. 1 Recall 4 that in this environment we have an ``Eilen-
berg]Moore spectral sequence.'' Namely, let M, N be A-modules and
,P ª M a semifree, and therefore projective, resolution of M. By Remark
 .1.4 2 , P s D F in which F ; F and each F rF is A -free on aiG 0 i i iq1 iq1 i a
basis of cycles. Hence, if we filter P m N by F m N, we get a spectraliA A
 .sequence converging to Tor M, N whose E -term together with the mapA 1
 .  .H F ª H P looks like0
d d d d1 1 1 16 6 6 6
??? H F rF H F rF ??? H F ª H P . .  .  .  .iq1 i i iy1 0
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 .  .Hence, since each H F rF is a free H A -module, the sequence aboveiq1 i
 .  .is a free resolution of H P as H A -modules. Therefore the E -term has2
the form
Ei , q s Tor i , q H M , H N . .  . .2 H  A.
For the completed and semicompleted Tor we have, by the same proce-
dure, analogous spectral sequences.
 .2 Observe that these derived functors coincide with the classical
ones considering ungraded modules and rings concentrated in degree 0.
Finally, we state two well-known results in the classical setting. For the
second, we present a proof.
 U .PROPOSITION 1.10. Gi¨ en A, B DGA#'s resp. DGA 's and M, N, P
 U .DGM#'s resp. DGM 's with the con¨enient module structures, we ha¨e the
following adjoint isomorphism of differential graded Z-modules resp. differen-
.tial graded R-modules
z : Hom M m N , P ª Hom M , Hom M , P .  . .A B B A
 . . .  . < n < < m <  .gi¨ en by z f n m s y1 f m m n .
PROPOSITION 1.11. Let A be a differential graded algebra and let
M, N, P be A-modules with M A -free and of finite type. Then, the mapa
( 6Ã Ãa : Hom M , N m P Hom M , N m P , .  .A A A A
< < < <p mia f m p m s y1 f m m p .  .  . . i i i i
is an isomorphism of A-modules.
Proof. First observe that as A -modules M s A m C, with C R-free ora
 .Z-free depending on the setting and of finite type. Then, as R-modules in
DGU or Z-modules in DG#, we have
i iyj jÃHom M , N m P s Hom M , N m P .  . . A A
j
( Homiy j C , N m P j .
j
s Hom C k , N iy jqk m P j .  /
j k
C has finite type .
( Hom C k , N iy jqk m P j .
j, k
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s Hom C k , N iy jqk m P j  /
k j
iqkk Ãs Hom C , N m P .  /
k
i Ã i Ãs Hom C , N m P ( Hom M , N m P . .  .A
It is then easy to check that this isomorphism induces an isomorphism
Ã Ã .  .  .Hom M, N m P ( Hom M, N m P which is up to the sign pre-A AA A
cisely a .
II. SPECIAL RESOLUTIONS AND THE FIBRE OF
A MORPHISM
As we stated in the introduction, to present the fibre of a morphism and
as a useful tool in the proof of our main theorem, we need a special type
of resolution which is well known by algebraists in the DG# setting the
familiar also to topologists in DGU when R, the coefficient ring, is a field
of characteristic 0. Throughout this section we assume R to be a principal
ideal domain.
DEFINITION 2.1. Let w : A ª B be a morphism of differential graded
 .algebras. A KS-resolution, from Koszul and Sullivan, resp. a G-resolution
 .    . ..of w is a pair A m HW, f resp. A m G W , f where:
 .   ..1 A m HW resp. A m G W is a differential graded algebra in
which:
 .   ..1.a HW resp. G W denotes the free commutative graded
 .algebra resp. the divided powers algebra generated by either, depending
on whether we are in DG# or in DGU , the free abelian graded group
 4  k4W s W or the free R-module W s W .k k G 0 k G 0
 .  41.b there exists a well-ordered basis w in W such that dw ga a
  ..  .A m HW resp. dw g A m G W . In A m G W we also require the- a a - a
p . py1 .differential d to be a G-derivation, i.e., dg w s g w dw.
, , .   . .2 f : A m HW ª B resp. f : A m G W ª B is a quism extend-
ing w.
  ..  .A differential graded algebra A m HW resp. A m G W satisfying 1
 .above is called a KS-extension resp. G-extension of A.
 .Remarks 2.2. 1 Note that when R is a field of characteristic 0, HW
 .and G W are isomorphic, so both objects defined above coincide.
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 .  .2 In the DG# setting condition 1.b of the definition above is
superfluous since given an extension of A of the form A m W or A m
 .G W , any well-ordered basis of W which is compatible with the degree
 < < < < .  .i.e., w - w « a - b will satisfy 1.b .a b
 .3 Observe that either a KS- or a G-resolution of a morphism w :
 .A ª B exhibits A m HW or A m G W as a projective resolution of B as
A-modules.
As we said, in the DG# environment, the existence of KS-resolutions is
w xa well-known fact whose origin is due to Tate 17 .
w xTHEOREM 2.3 2 . For any DGA# morphism there exist KS-resolutions.
Moreo¨er, they can be chosen so f is a surjecti¨ e quism.
On DGU , the existence of KS-resolutions is also known when R is a
0 . 0 .field of characteristic 0 and H A s H B s R. In the general case we
w xwill make use of the procedure of Halperin 9 to obtain ``non rational
minimal models.'' However, we have to impose some connectivity restric-
tions:
THEOREM 2.4. Let w : A ª B be a DGAU morphism of ``simply con-
 0 0 1 1 . 2 .nected'' algebras A s B s R, A s B s 0 and assume H A is R-free.
Then there exist KS-resolutions of w.
Remark 2.5. Note that, unfortunately, the existence of G-resolutions is
i  .not always guaranteed. Indeed, consider the inclusion K ¨ H x, 0 in
which X has degree even and k is a field of positive characteristic p. Then
,  . .  .a G-resolution of i would consist of a quism f : G W , d ª H x, 0 and
 .  1 ..thus there should be an element w g W with f w s f g w s x and
p 1 . 1 .dw s 0. However, this is not possible since w s g w ??? g w s
p .  . p pp!g w s 0, while f w s x which is never 0.
 k4Proof of Theorem 2.4. We shall define W s W and f : A m HWk G1
2 .ª B inductively. Since H A is free and R is a principal ideal domain,
2 .  4 1  : ker H w is free with basis a . Define W s w the freeig Ii ig I i
 4 .R-module with basis w , dw s z , z a cocycle representing a , andi ig I i i i i
extend w to f : A m HW 1 ª B so that it commutes with the differentials.
2 . 2 .Now we check that H f is injective. In fact, take a g ker H f
 1.2 2represented by F s A m HW . Write F s F q F , F g A , F g1 2 1 2
H2 W 1. Hence dF s df s 0 and thus a short computation shows that1 2
w xF s 0. Therefore a s F s 0.2 1
Suppose, by the induction hypothesis, we have defined W s W F n and d
 4  .in A m HW so that there exists a well-ordered basis w satisfying 1.ba
of Definition 2.1. Assume also we have extended w to f : A m HW ª B
p . nq1 .such that H f is an isomorphism for p F n and H f is injective.
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Next, consider the following cochain complex:
B [ s A m HW , D , . .
  . p pq1.where s denotes suspension i.e., for any graded object V, sV s V
 .   . .and D b, sF s db q f C , ys dF . Now, since R is a principal ideal
domain, there is an isomorphism
(nq1 n nq16Z rY H B [ s A m HW , D , . .0 0 a
nq1 n  4  4 nq1where Z and Y are free R-modules. Choose basis z , y of Z0 0 i i 0
and Y n, respectively, and write y s  l z , l g R. Consider the complex0 j i ji i ji
X : 0 ¨ Y n ¨ Z nq1 ¨ 0 and choose a morphism of cochain complexes0 0 0
z : X ª B [ s A m HW .0
 .such that H z s a . Then write
z z s a y sF , z y s b , ysC , .  .  .  .i i i j j j
a , b g B, F, C g A m HW. Hencei j
da s f F , dF s 0 .i i i
and
db s l a s f C , d C s l F . .  . j i j i i j ji i
i i
Now, we extend d and f to A m HW m H X by0
dz s F , f z s a , .i i i i
dy s l z y C , f y s b . .j ji i j j j
i
Since we may have introduced new n q 2 cohomology on A m HW m
H X , define X , p ) 0, by recurrence as before: choose an isomorphism0 p
(nq1 n 6Z rY B [ s A m H W [ X , . .p p - pa
nq1 n  4 4 pwith Z , Y R-free with basis z y and y s  l z . Definep p pi p j p j i ji p i
n nq1   ..X s Y [ Z and consider z : X ª B [ s A m H W [ X suchp p p p - p
 .  .  .  .  .that H z s a , write z z s a , ysF , z y s b , ysC , and ex-p i p i p i p j p j j
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 .tend d and f to A m H W [ X byF p
dz s F , f z s a , .pi p i p i p i
dy s l z C , f y s b . .j ji i j j j
i
 . Finally, define X s [ X . It is obvious that H f : H A m HW mppG 0
.  . nq1 .H X, d ª H B is an isomorphism up to degree n. To see that H f
is injective, we will check, by induction on p, that the restriction of
nq1 . nq1 n nq1.  nH f to H A m HW m HY m H Z is injective Y standsF p
n. nq1 .for m Y . For p s 0 let g g ker H f be represented by V withpp
 .db s f V for some b g B. Write
V s V q V q V ,0 1 2
 .nq1 1 n nq1V g A m HW , V g W m Y , V g Z . However, since V is a0 1 2
cocycle and there are no cocycles in W 1, a short computation shows that
V s 0. Then1
V s V q m z , m g R ,0 i i i
i
and
f V q m a s db, . 0 i i
i
dV s y m F .0 i i
i
 .  .  .Thus D b y sV s  m a y  m F s z  m z , but since z in-1 0 i i i i i i i i i1
  ..duces an isomorphism in cohomology  m z s  b y and D z  b yi i i j j j i j j
 .  .  .s D b y sV , i.e., D  b b y s b C s D b y sV . Therefore Vi 0 j j j j j j 1 0 0
 .  .y b C is a cocycle in A m HW and f V y  b C s d b y  b b .j j j 0 h j j j j j
nq1 . < nq 1But, by hypothesis, ker H f is injective and thusH  AmH W .
V y b C s dG , G g A m HW .0 j j
j
Hence we have
d G q b y s V , j j /
j
w xi.e., g s V s 0.
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Suppose now our thesis holds for any positive integer less than p and let
 n nq1.  .V g A m HW m H Y [ Z a cocycle of degree n q 1 with f V sG p
 ndb. Observe that we can write V s V q V , V g A m HW m H Y [0 1 0 - p
nq1. nq1Z , V g Z . Then, proceeding as in the case p s 0, we find that VF p 1 p
nq1 .is a boundary and therefore H f is injective.
nq1 . nq1 .To see that H f is surjective, take b g H B represented by b.
w .x w .x  .Then b, 0 s a, ysF with a s  l a , F s  l F . Then b y a, sFi i i i i i
 . w xs D c, sC and b s f C q  l z .i i i
nq2 .Finally, we will check that H f is injective: take F a n q 2-cocycle
 .in A m HW m H X with f F s db. Then F g A m HW m H X for- p
w .x nq1  ..some p. Therefore b, sF g H B [ s A m HY m H X . Write- p
w .x w X X.x X  X b, sF s a , sF with a s  l a F s  l F . Then b y a , s Fi p i p i i p i p i
X..  . X  p p.yF s D c, sC . In particular, dC s F y F and F s d C q  l z .i i i
To conclude, choose a well-ordered basis in X compatible with the
nq1 n nq1 n nq1 nsequence: Z , Y , Z , Y , . . . , Z , Y , . . . .0 0 1 1 p p
Now, by induction on a ``well'' ordered basis, the following classical
lifting property holds.
 .PROPOSITION 2.6. Let C be either HW or G W , a commutati¨ e differen-
 .tial graded algebra satisfying 1 of Definition 2.1. Gi¨ en a morphism w :
,C ª B and a surjecti¨ e quism f : A ª B, there exists a : A ª C such that
f ( a s w.
We can now introduce the fibre of a morphism.
DEFINITION 2.7. Let f : A ª B be a morphism of augmented DGA#'s
 Uwith A augmented over k resp. a morphism of 1-connected DGA 's with
2 . .  U .H A R-free . A fibre of f is a DGA# resp. a DGA of the form
 .F s k m C resp. F s R m C in which C is either a KS- or a G-resolu-A A
tion of f.
 . URemarks 2.8. 1 Note that in the DG setting, since A is connected,
  . .F s R m C ( HW or F ( G W if we deal with G-resolutions .A
 .2 A fibre of a morphism may not be unique. However, all fibres are
w xhomology isomorphic 2 .
III. THE HOM VERSION OF THE SERRE
SPECTRAL SEQUENCE
As a first example of the use of the resolutions just described concerning
the study of the functor Ext, we present the ``Hom version'' of the Serre
spectral sequence.
Let A m HW be a KS-extension of the 1-connected DGAU A and let
 . pM be an A-module. Then filter Hom M, A m HW by F sA
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 G p .Hom M, A m HW . This is a decreasing filtration of differentialA
graded A-modules. The resulting spectral sequence which we shall call the
``Hom]Serre'' spectral sequence has as E -term0
E , d s Hom M , A m HW , d , .  . .0 0 A 0
 .with d induced in Hom M, A m HW by the original differential in M0 A
and 1 m d in A m HW d denotes the differential induced in the fibreA
.F ( HW . Hence a short computation shows that
E s H Hom M , A m HW , d , . .2 A
with d induced by d m d in A m HW. Then we can prove the following:A
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let f : A ª B be a morphism of 1-connected DGAU 's
,with a KS-resolution A m HW ª B. Call F the fibre of this resolution and let
 .M be an A-module. Assume R to be a field, M of finite type, and H F finite
dimensional. Then there is a spectral sequence whose E -term is2
Ext M , A m H F .  .A
 .con¨erging to Ext M, B .A
,Proof. Choose P ª M a projective resolution with P of finite type.
Now the spectral sequence described above together with Proposition 1.11
gives us
E s H Hom P , A , d m F , d , .  . . .2 A A F
Ãs H Hom P , A , d m F , d , .  . . .A A F
Ãs H Hom P , A , d m H F , d , .  . . .A A F
s H Hom P , A , d m H F , d . .  . . .A A F
Finally, this spectral sequence converges to
H Hom P , A m HW s Ext M , A m HW ( Ext M , B . .  .  . .A A A
 .Observe that we require H F to be finite dimensional in order to have
 .  .convergence. We may assume instead see Corollary 3.2 Ext M, A to beA
finite dimensional.
If R is a field of characteristic 0, via the well-known duality between
fibrations and KS-extensions on rational homotopy theory, we get the
following topological consequence:
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COROLLARY 3.2. Gi¨ en a fibration of simply connected spaces of finite
type F ª E ª B in which either B has finite depth or the cohomology of the
fibre is finite dimensional, there is a spectral sequence con¨erging from
E s Ext U R , CU B ; R m HU F , R « Ext U R , CU E; R . .  .  . .  .2 C B ; R. C B ; R.
Remark 3.3. In the DG# setting we could also define the Hom]Serre
spectral sequence. Namely, given a KS-resolution A m HW of the DGA#
 .A and an A-module M, we can filter Hom M, A m HW by F sA p
  . .Hom M, A m HW . Then we get a spectral sequence whose E -termA F p 0
 .   . .is E , d s Hom M, A m HW , d with d induced by d m 1 in0 0 A 0 0 A H W
A m HW. However, the computation of the following theorems does not
give us the same nice properties as in the DGU case.
IV. THE MORPHISM w AND THE MAIN THEOREM
Consider f: A ª B a morphism of either DGA#'s with A augmented
,U or 1-connected DGA 's and choose A m HW ª B a KS-resolution we
.could proceed in the same way working with G-resolutions . Then define
the following natural transformations:
( ) ( )1. h: Ext y ,y ª Ext ym HW,ym HWA AmH W
,Let M, N be A-modules and P ª M a projective resolution. Then,
  ..since A m HW is projective as an A-module see Remark 2.2 3 ,
, 6P m HW s P m A m HW M m A m HW s M m HWA A
 .is an AmHW-projective resolution of M m HW. Now, if agExt M, NA
 . w xis represented by a map f : P ª N, define h a s f m 1 gH W
 .Ext M m HW, N m HW .AmH W
( ) ( )2. x : Ext y ,y ª Ext y ,yF AmH W
If F is the fibre of the given KS-resolution, there is a standard
 Umorphism A m HW ª F given, via the augmentation A ª k in DG
.call R s k , by
A m HW s A m A m HW ª k m A m HW s F .A A
Hence, if M, N are F-modules, they are A m HW-modules via the afore-
, ,mentioned morphism. Consider h: P ª M and g : Q ª M projective
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resolutions of M as an F-module and an A m HW-module, respectively.
Now, since h is also a morphism of A m HW-modules, apply Proposition









 .Then, for an element a g Ext M, N represented by f : P ª N, defineF
 . w xx a s f (g .
We also have to take into account the Yoneda composition:
C : Ext M , N m Ext U, M ª Ext U, N .  .  .A A A
 . w xgiven by C a m b s f ( g , where f : P ª N represents a , g : Q ª MÄ







Now, given an A-module M and an F-module N, if we denote by k
either the coefficient ring in DG* or the field over which A is augmented
in the DG# setting, we define a map
w : Ext k , M m Ext N , F ª Ext N , M m HW .  .  .A k F AmH W
 .by w s C( h m x .
Remark 4.1. Consider the following particular case. Let M be a flat
A-module and let N be both a B-module and a k-module. Observe, on the
one hand, that N inherits an A m HW-module structure via the quism
,A m HW ª B. Hence N is also an F-module. On the other hand, since M
,is flat, we have a quism M m HW s M m A m HW ª M m B andA A
 .thus, by Proposition 1.8 2 ,
Ext N , M m HW ( Ext N , M m B . .  .AmH W B A
Hence, under this identification, the morphism w above reads
w : Ext k , M m Ext N , F ª Ext N , M m B , .  .  .A k F B A
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and, for M s A,
w : Ext k , A m Ext N , F ª Ext N , B . .  .  .A k F B
Remark 4.2. The map w can be extended to the semicomplete tensor
product:
Äw : Ext k , M m Ext N , F ª Ext N , M m HW , .  .  .A k F AmH W
w a m b s C h a m x b , .  . . i i i i /
iG0 iG0
where this last formal series stands for the following element in
 .  . w x  . w xExt N, M m HW : let h a s f , x b s g . As before,AmH W i i i i
  .  .. w x   .  ..C h a m x b s f ( g . Then, by definition,  C h a m x b sÄi i i i i i i
w x f ( g . Observe that the map  f ( g is well defined. Indeed, since theÄ Äi i i i i i
degree of g is bounded above, given F g N, there is a finite number of iÄi
 .for which g F / 0. Note also that, for this reason, we cannot extend w inÄi
this way to the complete tensor product.
Assume now that the coefficient ring in DGU is a field. Then the main
result of this paper is:
THEOREM 4.3. If the homology of the fibre is finite dimensional and N is
bounded below and of finite type, then the extended map
(Ä 6w : Ext k , M mExt N , F Ext N , M m HW .  .  .A F AmH Wk
is an isomorphism.





is a morphism of augmented DGA#'s, choose N s l, which is not only a
B-module but a k-module as well! Thus, via Remark 4.1, we get the
following consequence:
COROLLARY 4.4. If the homology of the fibre is bounded and M is A-flat
( 6
w s Ext k , M m Ext l , F Ext l , M m B .  .  .A k F B A
is an isomorphism.
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 .Remarks 4.5. 1 Observe that in this corollary, since the homology of
 .the fibre is bounded, Ext l, F has finite depth and then the semicom-F
plete tensor product coincides with the noncompleted one.
 .2 Note also that with this result we recover, in particular, Theorem
w x4.1 of 3 .
The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 4.3. For that,
we need to fix some notation and a previous result.
,Let S s A m HV ª k be a KS-resolution of the augmentation A ª k
 .and let M be an A-module. Define Q s Hom S, M .A
LEMMA 4.6. Let P be a bounded below projecti¨ e F-module with F as in
Theorem 4.3. Then the inclusion
,Ä Ãi: Q m Hom P , F ¨ Q m Hom P , F .  .S F F F
is a quism.
G n  .Proof. Assume F s F resp. F s F for some n. In DG#, takeF n
G s FrF q B where B are the boundaries of F in degree n, while in) n n n
DGU consider G s FrF ) n q C n in which C n is a complement of the
,cocycles in degree n. In both cases the projection p: F ª G is a quism
, .  .  .and, since P is projective, Hom P, p : Hom P, F ª Hom P, G isF F F
also a quism. On the other hand, in order to see that the map
Ä Ä Ä1 m Hom P , p : Q m Hom P , F ª Q m Hom P , G .  .  .Q S F S F S F
Ä Ä .  .is a quism, filter both Q m Hom P, F and Q m Hom P, G as inF FS S
 .Remark 1.9 1 . Then the induced map of spectral sequences at the E -term2
is of the form
& &
Tor H Q , H Hom P , F ª Tor H Q , H Hom P , G . .  .  .  . .  . .  .H S . F H S . F
Ä .  .  .But, since H S s k, this is the identity map of H Q m Ext P, F andFk
Ä  .therefore 1 m Hom P, p is a quism. Thus the vertical arrows in theQ FS
following commutative diagram are homology isomorphism:
i 6˜ ˆQ  .  .m Hom P , F Q m Hom P , FS F S F
6
,,
6 6 ˆ˜  . . Hom P , GQHom P , GQ mm FF SS j
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G m ) nym .On the other hand, since P s P , for some m, Hom P, G s 0F
  ..and thus j is the identity see Remark 1.2 1 . Therefore i is a quism.
Proof of Theorem 4.3. Consider S s A m HV, as before, a KS-resolu-
tion of the augmentation A ª k. Then
,X 6F s S m A m HW s A m HV m HW k m A m HW s FA A
is a quism. We shall also consider P a projective resolution of N, bounded
below, and shall assume M projective.
The first thing it has to be noted is that, since the homology of F, and so
,X X X Ã .that of F , is bounded, the inclusion h: F m Hom S, M ¨ F mAS
 .Hom S, M is a quism. On the other hand, apply Lemma 4.6 togetherA
with Proposition 1.11 to get a quism
Ä XXa : Hom S, M m Hom P , F .  .A S F
, X6 ÃXHom P , F m Hom S, M , . .F S A
which can be explicitly stated as
< < <  . <g f pi ia g m f p s y1 f p m g . .  .  . i i i i /
i i
< < X X  .However, since f are bounded above and F s F , given p g P, f pi G 0 i
s 0 for i large. That means, in particular, that the image of a lies in
 X  ..XHom P, F m Hom S, M , i.e., the following diagram commutes:F AS
aX X6Ä Ã .  .   ..X XHom S, M m Hom P , F Hom P , F m Hom S, MA S F F S A6,
X .Hom P , h, F
g
X6   ..XHom P , F m Hom S, MF S A
1 .
,X XÄ .  .  X XTherefore g : Hom S, M m Hom P, F ª Hom P, F m Hom S,A F F AS S
..M is a quism. Observe also that
Hom X P , FX m Hom S, M . .F S A
s Hom P , A m HV m HW m Hom A m HV , M . .AmH VmH W AmH V A
( Hom P , HW m Hom A m HV , M . . .AmH VmH W A
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Now we can write
Ä XXHom S, M m Hom P , F .  .A S F
g X6
XHom P , F m Hom S, M . .F S A,
( 6 Hom P , HW m Hom A m HV , M . .AmH VmH W A
( 6 Hom P , Hom A m HV , M m HW . .AmH VmH W A
by Proposition 1.11
( 6 Hom P , Hom A m HV m HW , M m HW . .AmH VmH W AmH W
( 6 Hom A m HV m HW m P , M m HW .AmH W AmH VmH W
by Proposition 1.10
( 6 Hom P , M m HW . .AmH W
Therefore this chain induces an isomorphism in homology
(X 6Ä XH Hom S, M m Hom P , F Ext N , M m HW . 2 .  .  .  . .A S F AmH W
X Ä .  .XNext call X s Hom S, M , Y s Hom P, F and filter X m Y, as inA F S
Ä .  4Remark 1.9 1 , by F m Y, with F a filtration given by a semifreei iS
resolution of X. Hence we get a spectral sequence whose second term is of
the form:
& &p , qp , qE s Tor H X , H Y « Tor X , Y . .  .  . .2 H S . S
 .But, since H S s k,
& &p , q q , qTor H X , H Y s Tor H X , H Y .  .  .  . .  .H S . k
qÄs H X m H Y . .  . .k
Therefore the spectral sequence degenerates at the E -term and2
&ÄH X m H Y ( Tor X , Y . .  .  .k S
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& Ä .  .However, since X is S-projective, Tor X, Y s H X m Y and thusS S
Ä ÄH X m H Y ( H X m Y .  .  .k S
w x w x w xvia x m y ª x m y . This isomorphism reads:
(X X6Ä ÄX XExt k , M m Ext N , F H Hom S, M m Hom P , F , .  .  .  . .A k F A S F
 .which composed with 2 gives us
(X 6Ä XExt k , M m Ext N , F Ext N , M m HW . .  .  .A k F AmH W
Finally, it is a straightforward, but somehow tedious!, computation to
verify that this is in fact the map w up to the isomorphism
X
XExt N , F ( Ext N , F . .  .F F
Remark 4.7. In the DGU setting we only require R to be a field to have
the ``Eilenberg]Moore'' spectral sequence degenerating at the second
 .level. However, note that, in general, we have the isomorphism 2 :
( 6ÄH X m Y Ext N , M m HW , . .S AmH W
 .  .  .  .  .with H X s Ext k, M , H Y s Ext N, F , and H S s R.A F
Remark 4.8. Note that we are forced to consider the extended map w
 .in Theorem 4.3. In fact, at the beginning of the proof we chose Hom S, MA
 X.  .Xand Hom P, F whose homologies are, respectively, Ext k, M andF A
 .Ext N, F . Then, to ``glue'' them together, we would have likedF
a : Hom S, M m Hom X P , FX ª Hom XX P , FX m Hom S, M , .  .  . .A S F F S A
a g m f p s "f p m g .  .  .
to be, if not an isomorphism, at least a quism. But for that, as shown in
Proposition 1.12, we need the complete tensor product
(X X X6Ã ÃXa : Hom S, M m Hom P , F Hom P , F m Hom S, M . .  .  . .A S F F S A
However, in this case, this isomorphism does not factor through
 .   . .XHom P, h see 1 in the proof of Theorem 4.3 which is strongly neededF
to carry on with the proof. That is the reason why we consider the
restriction of a to the semicomplete tensor product which is, as we have
proved, a quism.
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In the DGU environment we may use a more direct procedure to prove
Theorem 4.3, taking into consideration the following fact. As before, let
, ,A m HV ª k be a KS-resolution of A ª k. Then A m HV m HW ª R
 .m A m HW s F ( HW is also a surjective quism. By Proposition 1.6 2 ,A
this morphism has a section which makes A m HV m HW an F-module.
 .Now, since Hom A m HV, M m HW is an A m HV m HW-module,A
it is also an F-module via the aforementioned section. Then we have:
, . LEMMA 4.9. The map b : F m Hom A m HV, M ª Hom A mA A
Ä Ä.  .  .  .HV, M m F gi¨ en by b w m f s wf , in which f F s f F m 1, is a
quism.
 .  .Proof. Filter F m Hom A m HV, M and Hom A m HV, M m F ,A A
 G p.  G prespectively, by F m Hom A m HV, M and Hom A m HV, MA A
.m F . Then both are filtered F-modules and b preserves the filtration.
Then it is an easy computation to check that the induced morphism at the
E -level is an isomorphism. Hence, by comparison, b is a quism.2
Thus, In DGU , Theorem 4.3 follows in this way:
Proof of Theorem 4.3 in DGU. Consider the following chain of mor-
phisms:
ÄHom A m HV , M m Hom P , F .  .A F
, 6 Hom P , F m Hom A m HV , M with g as in 1 .  . .F Ag
, 6 Hom P , Hom A m HV , M m F by Lemma 4.9 . .F Ab
( 6 Hom P , Hom A m HV m HW , M m F . .F AmH W
standard isomorphism
( 6 Hom A m HV m HW , M m F By Proposition 1.10. .AmH W
Now
, ,6 6A m HV m W m P HW m P s P NF F
is a projective resolution of N as an A m HW-module, so the sequence
,Ä .  . above induces an isomorphism Ext k, M m Ext N, F ª Ext N,A F AmH W
.M m HW , which again coincides with w.
 U .EXAMPLE 4.10. Consider the morphism either of DGA#'s or DGA 's!
f : H x ª k, where k is a field of arbitrary characteristic, differentials are
0, and x has degree odd. Then observe that the following is a G-resolution
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  ..of f we shall use G-resolutions, since they will not depend on char k :
f 6H x k6
,6
  . .H x m G y , d
1 . n . ny1 .dy s dg y s x, dg y s g y dy. Note that in this particular case
  . .the fibre is G y , 0 whose homology is obviously infinite dimensional.
 .  .If char k s p / 0, then G y s m A , where A is the k-algebran nnG1
n pq1 . n pq2 . nq1. p .generated by g y , g y , . . . , g y , i.e., the fibre is an infi-
w x  .nite tensor product. Hence, by 6, Prop. 1.7 , Ext k, F s 0 and in thisF
case
Äw : Ext k , H x m Ext k , F ª Ext k , H x m G y ( k .  .  . .H x k F H xmG y .
is 0.
 .  w x.If char k s 0, it is known see 6, Sect. 3 that both H x and F are
 .  .Gorenstein, i.e., Ext k, H x and Ext k, F are 1-dimensional k-vectorH x F
spaces. Moreover, we can explicitly describe basis elements for these
 .objects. On the one hand, a basis for Ext k, H x is represented by theH x
morphism of H x-modules
f : H x m G y , d ª H x , 0 , f 1 s x , f g n y s 0. .  .  .  . .  .
  ..On the other hand, to compute Ext k, G y , observe that the projec-G y .
  .  . .tion G y m G z , d ª k, in which dz s y, is a projective resolution of k
 .as G y -modules. Then it is easy to verify that the map
h: G y m G z , d ª G y , 0 , h 1 s 0, h z s 1, .  .  .  .  . .  .
 .   ..represents a nonzero element and hence a basis! of Ext k, G y .G y .
 .   ..Therefore, and although Ext k, H x m Ext k, G y ( k, one canH x G y .k
easily check that also in this case w is the zero map.
Toplogically, this example corresponds to the following situation. Let k
be either ZrpZ or Q and consider the path fibration over an odd-dimen-
sional sphere S2 nq1:
VS2 nq1 ª PS2 nq1 ª S2 nq1.
U  2 nq1 .It is known that C S , k has the same weak homotopy type as
 .  .   . . < < U  2 nq1 .H x, 0 x of odd degree while G y , 0 , y even, and C VS , k
w xalso have the same weak homotopy type 9 . Hence the example above
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shows that, although
U 2 nq1 Ä U 2 nq1U U2 nq1 2 nq1Ext k , C S m Ext k , C VS .  . .  .C S . k C V S .
is of dimension 1 for k s Q and 0 for k s ZrpZ, the map w is 0 in both
cases.
Another example where it is shown the necessity of the finiteness
w xcondition in the homology of the fibre is the one in 3, Example 5.5 .
V. SOME CONSEQUENCES
 ULet A ª k be an augmented differential graded algebra in DG we
. shall assume R s k to be a field . Then, if M is an A-module, define see
w x. A . i  .3 , as in the classical case, the Bass numbers m M s dim Ext k, Mi k A
and the formal Bass series
I M t s mk M t k . .  .A A
kG0
  . A . . w xI t shall stand for I t . Then we can recover Theorem 5.1 of 3 in aA A





 Ube a morphism of augmented DGA#'s resp. 1-connected DGA 's with
.l s k s R in which the homology of the fibre F is bounded and let M be
a B-module. Then we have:
lTHEOREM 5.1. If M m B has finite Bass number o¨er l, i.e., m M miA A
.B is finite for each i, so are A and F and
I M t I t s I MmA B t . .  .  .A F B
Proof. By Corollary 4.4,
Ext l , M m B ( Ext k , M m Ext l , F .  .  .B A A k F
s Ext k , M m Ext l , F .  .A k F
and the theorem follows.
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Another consequence of Theorem 4.3 is related to the homotopy Lie
algebra of the fibre of a morphism.
 U .Let F be an augmented DGA# resp. a DGA over k satisfying
 .  .  UH F s k and H F finite dimensional in DG we shall also assume0 i
1 . .  .H F s 0 . Then Ext k, k is the universal enveloping algebra of aF
 .uniquely defined in DG# graded Lie algebra of F which is called the
 . w xhomotopy Lie algebra of F and is denoted by p# F 4 . The study of the
homotopy Lie algebra has been of great utility when applied to the
behaviour of local rings and to rational homotopy when k is a field of
w xcharacteristic 0 4, 6 . It also has some implications in ``mod p'' homotopy
w xtheory under certain connectivty restrictions 9 . In this setting, we prove:
THEOREM 5.2. Let f : A ª B a morphism of differential graded algebras
U  .as in Theorem 5.1 with a fibre F as abo¨e. Then, if p F has finite
 .dimension and up to suspension of certain degree! ,
Ext k , A ( Ext l , B . .  .A B
 .Proof. Take HV, d a ``minimal model'' of F, i.e., a differential graded
algebra, free over the graded vector space V, with the differential d
satisfying dV ; H G 2V and having the same weak homotopy type of F.
w x w xThe existence of such models is guaranteed in 2 for DG# and in 9 in
the DGU setting. Then a homotopy Lie algebra of F can be obtained in
U  .  .k the following way: p F s SV where s denotes suspension and k
.denotes dual respect to l with the Lie bracket inuced by d the quadratic2
w xpart of the differential d in HV, i.e., d V ; V ? V 2, 9 .2
 .  .Next Ext l, F ( Ext l, HV . But, if V has finite dimension, theF H V
w x Usame argument used in 13 in the DG setting can be applied here to
 .conclude that F is Gorenstein, that is to say, dim Ext l, F s 1. There-l F
fore, by Theorem 4.3,
ÄExt k , A ( Ext k , A m Ext l , F ( Ext l , B . .  .  .  .A A k F B
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